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saved his failure. This is why child training in any homo should
never be made a secondary matter, and why there should ho
recognition of the fact that study, consecration to the task, and
daily seeking of divine aid, arc the only things that ran assure
to the parent the success he longs for in the roaring of his
children.
So don't say, "The child was born wrong —there was no help
for it," Just be sure there was a way, but that the way was not
discovered, or, if known, it was not sufficiently utilised, The
problem was a difficult one that might have been solved if only
some one had been wise enough—if one could only have turned
to the back of the book and found the answer, and then have had
the strength of persistence to do the work*
That one need not succumb to the insistence of heredity is
suggested by the following quotation: "Clearly it is not mves-
sary to have a characteristic merely because one inherits it. Or
more properly, characteristics are not inherited at all; what two
inherits is certain material that under certain conditions will
produce a particular characteristic; if those conditions are not
supplied, some other characteristic is produced,"	///r/wr/ A*,
Jennings, Johns Hopkins University.
And again; "It is not true that a man is predetermined in nr
by the germ cell, and that a foreordained man with foreordained
characteristics is going to grow up willy-nilly, We predict a eer-
tain kind of man by studying his ancestry, merely because we
expect for him a certain type of general environment not pro-
foundly different from that of his ancestors* It is expected en-,
vironment which leads us to count pretty strongly on heredity,
and not that the heredity in the germ package predetermines all
he shall be. F. A, Woods pointed this out nearly fifteen years
ago^; 'Of course there are limits to the alterations possible by
environment, but they are far from being reached as yet with
human beings.'"—"The Fruit of the Family TVw," B'f'fflftf;»,

